UTÖ HANDELL GROCERY STORE ‐ ALSO ISLAND'S POST OFFICE AND little DRUGSTORE)

Utö village has succeed to maintain village shop running, opposite to nearly every other villages in
mainland and archipelago. Nearly every little existed village shops have disappeared. By supporting
village shop and buying there you also support Utö community to maintain one of the most important
part of making everyday possible in the island.
OPENING HOURS SUMMER 2014 (30.6.‐27.7.)
Monday 10 ‐12 and 17.30 ‐ 19
Tuesday 10 ‐12
Wednesday 10 ‐12
Thursday 10 ‐12 and 19.30 ‐20.30
Friday 10 ‐12
Saturday 10‐11 and 20 ‐21
Sunday closed

POST OFFICE is kept by the grocery store. Residency doesn't have own mailbox, but the post comes to
the shop where you can ask for it.
The address is:
Kuvan residenssi/ Telegrafen / Impilinna
Kesnäsvägen 24
21710 Utö
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SAUNA

Impilinna is sharing wooden heated Sauna with well with neighbors. It is located in the same street as
shop after waste containers and public toilet.
You can make a reservation in the book which is in a dressing room or call to the number you'll find
there. Write your name, phone number and Impilinna‐houses name.
Sauna costs 5 e/hour (not per person) and you can leave it to the wallet inside.
Sauna is not heated every day. Look at others reservations.
The first one going to sauna is heating sauna. Heating sauna takes little over an hour. If you are not
use to heat sauna, do not go first because you have to know hot to heat it. If you're not the last user
take care of that sauna stays warm to next user; put some wood to the fire so it stays warm.
PLEASE NOTE:
You have to fill the boiler with water all the time! If it is not full when sauna is heated, it will break!
After enjoying the sauna, fill the boiler and water buckets with fresh water for the next user. If you're
the last, you can do it also early in the morning.
Impilinna has lanterns, which you can take with you to the sauna for creating atmosphere!
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This hay has been left to yard to spread seeds for next year.

GARDEN
The garden / harvest is in visitors use!
The rainwater buckets for watering the garden. Please collect rainwater from the roof when possible
care the buckets are under the downspouts. (If there's no rainwater you can also use the bathroom
boiler water and recycle water from kitchen to garden for example washing or boiling from
vegetables.
When harvesting the garden, eat the elderly plants at first, so next visitor is getting coming harvest.

YARD
Since we are sort of obligated to Finland's National Board of Antiquities for habiting one of their
protected areas it is good to keep the yard clean and looking nice, also for tourists who'll get a certain
kind of image how Utö (and we as part of the community) is representing itself. Keeping the yard nice
belongs to everyone who is staying at Impilinna:
Please help to keep the yard neat: There shouldn't be weed growing between the cobblestones. Also,
the grass should be cut every two weeks. It prevents ticks and seeing and avoiding vipers/adders is
much easier. Keeping the grass short all the time makes cutting it easier. Many of coming visitors
have children and dogs with them, which are in danger by bites of snakes and ticks.
In a storage room you'll find a electric trimmer for tricky parts: Use it for the grass next to the fence,
under the veranda, near to the stones. Inside you'll find an extension cord for both indoors and
outdoors usage and backyard (if you don't use electricity from inside) there's a grey electric box. The
T‐shaped key for the box is hanging below it. Remember to close the electricity box after using!
The lawn mower is in the storage next to compost. Store it there, not outside, to avoid rusting etc.
Please pay attention when using the trimmer and lawn mower because there are stones in a grass,
especially on the front yard and the side of chapel.
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TENT

In Impilinna you'll find old Halti tent that can be used in our own yard. Tenting anywhere else needs
permission from Karl‐Erik Sjöberg (www.uto.fi)
How to pitch the tent:
Connect supports to make two long poles. Put them inside of the sleeves which are outside of the
inner tent and fasten them to loops on each end before putting them to the ground.
Put the poles together on top of the tent, then the inner tent will get its form and stays in it even
without the outermost tent. Fasten inner tent to the ground with pegs so the wind won't catch it.
Fasten the outermost tent to the inner tent and with strings to the ground.
BE AWARE that you need to keep the tent door closed all the time to prevent the snakes entering the
tent! Snake can also bite through the bottom, so the camping mattress should be a thicker one.

INTERNET / HOMELINE

Internet works when the Homeline box is attached to the laptop and electricity. The antenna should
point through the window towards the lighthouse, that is how the connection is strongest. There's no
password.
Utö internet might have occasional connection breakdowns. They can last some minutes or even until
the next day.
In case of a problem, just wait, and DO NOT PRESS THE RESET‐BUTTON! If you press it, it will destroy
the whole programming / memory. Homeline could not programmed by us, because programming
needs secret world, which we can not have.
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Sandvikahru‐ fishing huts, between Utö and Jurmo

SNAKES

There will be snakes already in March, when the sun is heating their nests enough. You might see a
snake still even in November, if you rummage a pile of leaves or other warm spots.
Utö has both grass snake (non‐poisonous, harmless) and viper (poisonous). A grass snake has
normally two yellow spots in its head, viper has normally zigzag in its back but the black viper/adder
that Utö has, the pattern is shown only when the sun reveals the pattern by giving it a different shine
than the rest of the body.
You might see them in the yard and it is possible in theory that a snake could come also to the terrace
or inside the house.
The snakes don't seek to attack humans. Biting is only last defending, at first it tries to escape. It can't
hear, but it has a good sense of smell and also senses if human moves with noticeable hard, stomping
steps (moving this way will announce your presence to the snake and it'll thus have time to flee). A
child running can surprise a snake and it can't escape on time.
Both of these snakes can bite, but only viper is dangerous. The size of the viper is not relevant to how
much poison there will be with its bite. Smaller/younger ones are likely to use more poison as they
are not that used to biting yet.
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IF YOU'RE BITTEN BY VIBER

Stay calm.
Read the dosage instructions of viper medicine/antidote ("Kyypakkaus") and take it if you're not
allergic to the medicine, adult 3 tablets.
Tell neighbor or someone. You need contact a doctor. Normally the rescue helicopter comes to check
that the person who has been bitten doesn't get allergic reaction to the viper's poison, since in such
instances the throat might swell shut and the victim needs immediate first aid.

IF A VIPER BITES A DOG

Contact for example neighbors, shop, hotel, and ask if there's a vet or doctor visiting in Utö. If not,
check next connection to Nauvo or Turku. The nearest vet is in Nauvo. Dog should have treatment as
soon as possible , and better in 24 hours. The dogs react different ways to snakebites, but normally
they're very tired and sleepy and the bitten spot is warm and swollen.
Viper medicine/antidote for dogs:
Not recommended unless the bitten spot is on the neck area and it seems that there's a danger that
the throat might swell shut.
Can be used as first aid for viper or bee/wasp stings. As whole pills, but if not possible, crushed and
for example mixed in with food. After giving the medicine take the dog to the vet.

Cats: ½ pill
Dog under 10 kg: 1 pill
Dog 10‐20 kg: 2 pills
Dog over 20 kg 3 pills
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RECYCLING AND WASTE
Normal house waste goes to the common trash container like in mainland. They're next to the
common toilets on the shore. There are containers for newspapers, glass, metal, batteries, burning
waste (food and cardboard). Each house pays recycling fee. Waste goes at first to Mörttilä waste
station and from there to the mainland.
Mörttilä waste station is at the end of Kenäsvägen. You can bring big trash items there (you have to
pay for it) only if you've arranged it with Aaro Kantonen and he's there to receive the trash.
You are not permitted hang around at waste station‐ but through it goes a popular path, which you
can use under your own responsibility and consideration. (The path goes through bushes to the
Itäniitty so following it you can make a tour near the Natural Reserve area islands.) If you see
something interesting in Mörttilä waste station, you cannot remove or rummage though it without
permission of Aaro Kantonen. All waste is packed safely to transport it to the mainland. By moving
containers you will mix the containers order.
In Mörttilä district is also waste water treatment plant. It is dangerous for kids and dogs, since there is
a lot of vipers and could be also rat poison. There's camera surveillance in the area.
Aaro Kantonen: 0400 591 447

COMMON USE BIO‐WASTE

BIO‐WASTE DIFFERS FROM CITIES BIO‐WASTE.
DO COLECT BIO‐WASTE ONLY IF YOU HAVE READ THESE INRODUCTIONS.
OTHERVISE PUT THEM TO BURNING WASTE.

The idea of Biolan composter is to recycle bio‐waste as fast as possible to use for our and neighbors
gardens.
Because of that, every piece of waste should be as small as possible. Cut vegetables, breads, eggshells
etc.
This composter cannot use any plastic, even it is for recycling purpose or any sanitary products. Avoid
all paper‐products much as possible and do not put thick newspaper at all.
Mix your own waste to remaining waste, so that microbians could get in their work as soon as
possible. Close the lift probably, thought it is broken at the moment. The heat necessary for
composters function.
If these introductions are not followed, the composter cannot function and it will change only rubbish
container, where nothing is happening for the waste.
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WEATHER REPORT
In Kesnäsvägen is Weather Station in 200 m from Impilinna . (Go to uphill road through the gate. The
helicopter field should be on your right side) Through Weather Station's window you'll get to know
the wind speed and the speed of wind gusts and its direction, the temperature and the rain
conditions.
You can also check weather and rain report with " Utö, Parainen" in http://en.ilmatieteenlaitos.fi/
with Nauvo's weather from Forega pages http://www.foreca.fi/Finland/Helsinki/map/fin13
or www.uto.fi has a link for international weather pages

ARCHIPELAGO NATIONAL PARK ( Saaristomeren kansallispuisto in finish)
Utö island is not part of National Park. Very near little island near Utö belongs to ‘Utö islands ’, where
you can nearly swim, are part of this National Park. Thought Utö main island is not part of National
Park, it can be tough as being part of it. Nature is vulnerable. Baltic Sea is brackish water area, which
make all sea sensitive and ordinary.
More info in links
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archipelago_National_Park
http://www.outdoors.fi/Pages/Default.aspx
All mentioned links are also in english
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